Odyssey Fun Center Spring Ball League
Presented by ELITE Pro Shop, Storm Bowling and Roto Grip

You should join up this league if you fit any of these descriptions:





If you’re looking to stay sharp during the spring/summer months, or
If you’re looking to add to or replace any of the bowling balls in your bag
today, or
If you want to challenge yourself on lane patterns you don’t normally
bowl on with very little commitment or risk

League Details:
1. Choose to bowl one of 3 days: Tuesday’s, Wednesday’s or Thursday’s
2. Bowl just 8 weeks at 6:00p starting April 30, May 1st or 2nd, finishing
late June. The week of May 14-15-16 we will have a scheduled night off.
3. Wednesday league is on a standard house pattern, Tuesday and
Thursday are on Challenge Patterns. Challenge pattern schedule is:
 Hoagland Challenge 40’
 Satan’s Bounce Pattern 35’
 Kegel Route 66 45’
 Satan’s Challenge Pattern 40’
4. Choose the package from the following pages that you’d like to
participate in. Ball packages include all drilling and grip fees. Pre-pay
and get your package immediately plus $10 in Kraemer Kash at OFC!!

To Register
contact Steve Richter
steve@eliteproshop.com
or 920/377-0140

ELITE Pro Shop Challenge League Frequently Asked Questions
A Little Q & A: ELITE Pro Shop Challenge League - Spring Edition
There have been a couple questions raised about the ELITE Pro Shop Challenge League - Spring Edition we
sent you last week and we wanted to take a moment to address those with you all so there was a better understanding and it can lead to better questions or clarification.
What does a typical league night look like?
At 5:30 stop at the front desk and see Steve who will check you in. Pay the chosen weekly fee (or skip it altogether if you pre-pay) and draw a card on the table that gives you a scoring monitor position. Once everyone
is checked in we get the monitors set up and 15 minutes of practice begins. We estimate a league starting on
time at 6:00p will be done by 7:30p
Why are you offering this league on Tuesday's, Wednesday's and Thursday’s?
In a word: flexibility. We have heard from a LOT of people who have expressed interest in the program. Some
are waiting to sign up, some are still thinking and yet others said they have a schedule conflict where they
wished we had another option. For that reason, we're opening up THREE league options so that if a particular
day works for your schedule, you can make one of these days fit it. One thing to note is the Tuesday and
Thursday leagues will be Challenge Patterns on the lanes while the Wednesday league will be a standard
house shot league. Pick your day and show up the first week to get started.
Do I have to pre-pay for the whole league or can I pay week-by-week as my budget allows?
We put both options on the table so you can do what your budget allows you to do. We'll leave it totally up to
you and what you want to do. Last year we even had people start paying weekly and at some point into the
season pay the balance and qualify to get their ball right away. Those that pre-pay not only save money over
paying weekly, but they also get $10 in Kramer Kash to use on food or beverages at Odyssey Fun Center
If I pre-pay can I get my ball right away?
Absolutely!! If you want to get your ball right away, simply pre-pay for the entire season and we'll either cut it
out of our stock or get it in on the next order.
I like a challenge but are the pattern really hard where I'll be frustrated and quit?
The patterns have been chosen based on their lengths so you can learn your game and your equipment
better. The different lengths make you play specific parts of the lane to make your ball go through the pins
the right way. Many times, those instructions are given during announcements - if you miss them, just
ask. While the patterns can be a shock, getting your feet in the right spot makes all the difference in the
world. If you need help, just ask - there are plenty of people there willing to assist you get better. And, since
there is no money on the line, just prizes, there is very little risk in coming out and bowling on something you
normally wouldn’t bowl on.
What if I can't make a week of bowling, how do I make up the games?
One simple thing to do is if you know you're going to miss a night ahead of time, show up for the other night
the league is offered that week - we'll take care of transferring the record keeping. If you miss a week you can
either make arrangements with Erick at Odyssey to get the pattern out for make-up before the next week or
you can simply collect a free games pass at the end of the year so you can practice with your new equipment.
And don’t worry if you are signed up for a challenge league pattern and have to bowl a house pattern to make
it work for the week. We’ll keep separate stats for you either way. We want this league to have the maximum
flexibility for you.
What if I don't know what ball to pick - who can help me figure that out?
Fortunately we have a set of 12 Matchmaker balls that you can try for no charge to see what rolls best for
your game - we just have to make an appointment with Steve to get it done. To see a listing of the current
MatchMaker balls, go to www.eliteproshop.com and click on the MATCHMAKER link
What if I don’t want a bowling ball, but want to bowl in the league?
We’re totally cool with that. Last year 1/3 of the people in the league chose the “Bowling Only” option. If you
wish to participate, but elect to not get a bowling ball, you certainly can sign up that way. And, if you later
decide you do want a ball in the middle of the season, we’ll upgrade you for the difference and credit you with
what you already paid. Weekly bowling-only fees are $15

Storm Crux Prime
Storm’s has pushed the envelope further from the
competition once again in coverstock technology with
the new Crux Prime. Wrapped around the trusty Crux
core is a new cover that has been engineered to have
greater “stickiness” over any other cover on the
market. The result is a predictable and strong motion
regardless of how oily the lanes feel the result at the
pins is a different sounding “ping” when it hits the pins.
Be careful though as you need oil to hold this one back
from hooking too early. It is currently the TOP ball on
top or the heavier volumes of oil they bowl on every
week

Storm Physix
When you are looking for a strong asymmetrical ball to
get through the front of the lane yet still have a
controllable yet hard-hitting motion at the pins, the
Physix if for you. While there haven’t been many
Physix thrown in the Sheboygan area this year, the
number that are thrown on tour is a testament to how
much people are missing out on this marble.
If you are looking to regain the Code Black style
motion you have been craving since it was taken out
of the line, shine this one a little and you have a very,
very similar motion

* Pre-pay for Cruz Prime or Physix saves $23 over weekly pay and you get $10 in
Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

Roto Grip Halo Pearl
The Halo Pearl takes the proven low RG (easy
spinning) core and matches it with the strongest pearl
cover on the market (found on the Idol Pearl) and
creates a very different motion than other balls in the
line up. While the Hyper CELL Fused will create a
faster change of direction and more of a “snap” look to
it, the Halo pearl is quite smooth for such a strong ball.
If you are looking for a step-down from your biggest
ball and something after the lane transitions when you
need something more predictable on increasing friction, the Halo Pearl is your ball!

Roto Grip Halo
The Halo utilizes the Microbite cover on a brand new
core that makes it one of the strongest oil balls on the
market just a notch below the recently released Crux
Prime. While the Prime has more of an arcing motion,
the Halo responds to friction quicker. Interestingly, you
can read above how smooth the pearl version is, this
one looks a bit faster and more total response to
friction and changing direction on the lane. A number
of youth bowlers have picked up this ball to increase
their ability to handle oil. If it works for them, it will
work for you

* Pre-pay for Halo Pearl or Halo saves $23 over weekly pay and you get $10 in
Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

Roto Grip Hyper CELL Fused
The Hyper CELL Fused is a trusty cover on a very
trusty core from the past. The last hybrid CELL core
ball out was the Rogue CELL back in 2008—but that
one was very smooth and curvy. The Fused is long
and angular.
A new cover gives this one more traction on the back
of the lane and makes some serious change of
direction. Personally, I took my No Rules Pearl out of
the bag just to put the Fused in that same spot. That’s
not to say I don’t love my NRP, but the Fused is too
exciting not to have in the bag.

Roto Grip Hot CELL
As good as the Storm Pitch Black’s have been since
introduction, the Hot CELL has redefined urethane
performance. The biggest difference in my experience
is not only does it hook more than others, it HITS so
much harder you can hear it.
Here is what Chris Schlemer says about it’s
performance: In comparing to the other urethane
balls on the market, this ball is at least 1 full arrow
stronger and does not quit through the pins. In fact,
this ball drives hard enough that more 9-pins were left
in testing than 10-pins.

* Pre-pay for Hyper CELL Fused or Hot CELL saves $23 over weekly pay and you get
$10 in Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

900 Global Space Time Continuum
The Space Time Continuum™ features an all new
cover concept combined with a tweak of the core
found in the Continuum. The coverstock uses the
base formula found on the popular Honey Badger that
features enhanced polymerization of the molecular
structure. This will significantly increase the overall
backend motion of the ball. The core features the
same shape as the core found in the Continuum but
the density has been altered to yield a higher RG and
lower differential. This will cause the ball to conserve
more energy for the backend part of the lane.

900 Global Continuum
The S82RX Hybrid Coverstock will provide a never before seen angular reaction on heavy oil in the 900
Global line. All additives have been removed from the
cover. This results in a much cleaner reaction through
the heads combined with an angular backend.
The Ellipticon Asymmetric Core offers one of the highest intermediate differentials on the market.
Asymmetry has been pushed to the limits. This
results in the strongest heavy oil backend motion
900 Global has ever produced.

* Pre-pay for Space Time Continuum or Continuumsaves $23 over weekly pay and you
get $10 in Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

Storm Super SonIQ
The SonIQ I felt was a great ball for challenging
conditions that was so smooth I think most bowlers felt
like it didn’t do much. The flatter the lane, the better it
seems to roll. When you see a little too much volume
of oil, it seems to go too long.
Enter the Super SonIQ that is a 3,000 grit Nano hybrid
cover to give a big boost to traction and hook potential.
This is a GREAT looking ball that goes through the
pins significantly stronger and appeals to the eye to
grab the lane sooner and change direction harder

Storm IQ Tour Edition
When the normal life cycle of the bowling ball is 18
months or less, and you see a ball on the market for 8
years, you know it’s something special.
The ultimate “benchmark” ball on the market today is
the IQ Tour Edition. It is a ball that spins up easily and
yet doesn’t change direction too hard so that it’s out of
control. Admittedly those with slower speed or faster
spin rates might find this ball better than others. But
that doesn’t take away from it’s awesomeness

* Pre-pay for Super SonIQ or IQ Tour saves $27 over weekly pay and you get $10 in
Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

Storm Phaze 2
The Phaze 2 is one of the best balls on the market no
one is paying attention to. We always watch to see
what the pro’s are throwing to tell us what balls roll the
best and this is one that gets a LOT of play on tour.
Strong, smooth, predictable and hits the pins hard—
the perfect ball!
This remains one of our top selling balls over it’s
lifespan. People just end up realizing how good it rolls
when they see someone beat the crap out of the pins
with it—then they come in to get it. A really, really
good bowling ball

Storm SonIQ
SonIQ was called by one YouTube ball review guy with
TONS of followers “maybe the most anticipated ball in
Storm’s history”. With the release date being pushed
back a full two months after it’s initial info release, I
can’t remember a time when so many have asked
about the SonIQ.
The SonIQ is the fastest revving ball Storm has ever
made. It chugs throughout the entire body of the lane
and as a result is fairly smooth. This is a true
benchmark pearl that I feel every serious bowler
should have in their bag.

* Pre-pay for Phaze 2 or SonIQ saves $27 over weekly pay and you get $10 in
Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

Roto Grip Idol Pearl
For those who miss the Marvel Pearl reaction featuring
a fast-revving core and a strong cover, the Idol Pearl
will be your replacement in your bag for that classic
motion.
On the outside if a brand new cover that is the strongest pearl on the market. It has a ton of friction
properties that make pin down balls be strong and
smooth and pin up balls change direction “Bigly”. This
is a very strong ball that is easy to get down the lane,
but when it changes direction—LOOK OUT!!

Roto Grip Idol
You can’t miss when you see an Idol go down the lane
with its pastel purple cover infused with Microbite that
is Roto Grip’s version of Nano covers.
Like the pearl this is a very easy spinning core and
due to the footprint of the cover you will find it is early
and smooth and handles lots and lots of oil for a
symmetrical ball. Speaking of, this is the biggest ball
on the market that is not asymmetrical. This is a must
for tournament bowlers to have in their bags if they
plan to see any amount of oil on the lanes

* Pre-pay for Idol Pearl or Idol saves $27 over weekly pay and you get $10 in
Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

900 Global Eon Infinite
The S71™ Re-Loaded coverstock utilizes the same
base formulation as the popular Badger. However, the
molecular structure of the resin has been enhanced
and optimized to increase backend motion on heavier
oil patterns.
The Oloid Symmetric Core features two
congruent circles merged in perpendicular planes.
This design causes a meandering effect on the center
of gravity thus giving the ball more length. This added
length allows the core to maintain it’s energy longer
resulting in greater down lane hook potential.

900 Global Eon
The S82RX Pearl Coverstock will give the bowler a
very clean look through the front part of the lane
combined with a quick response to the friction. Perfect
for medium-heavy oil.
The Oloid Symmetric Core features two
congruent circles merged in perpendicular planes.
This design causes a meandering effect on the center
of gravity thus giving the ball more length. This added
length allows the core to maintain it’s energy longer
resulting in greater down lane hook potential.

* Pre-pay for Eon Infinite or Eon saves $27 over weekly pay and you get $10 in
Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

Storm HyRoad X or Fever Pitch
The HyRoad X is the 10 year anniversary ball in
celebration for the longest time on the market for a single ball. The X is a polished solid HyRoad and combines easy length and a smooth sweeping hook ideal
when the lanes start to get a little dirty.
The Fever Pitch is something brand new as a hybrid
urethane/reactive cover that is not as early as a pitch
black, and shows a pinch more change of direction
down lane. Make no mistake, it still rolls like a
urethane, just different than what you’re used to seeing
from them.

Storm HyRoad and HyRoad Pearl
There is no ball in the history of bowling that has had a
longer life cycle then the Storm HyRoad—approaching
10 years. A ball that lasts that long, and has sold that
many units, must be some amazing piece of
equipment.
The HyRoad is a great transition ball that is clean
enough as the lanes are drying out and yet still goes
through the pins with authority. This might be the
all-time favorite ball of the PBA Tour players with it’s
ability to work on many patterns.

* Pre-pay for HyRoad or Pitch line saves $33 over weekly pay and you get $10 in
Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

Roto Grip Winner Solid
From ball designer, Chris Schlemer:
We formulated a new solid material by the name of VTCS18. This new solid coverstock creates good traction
without gripping too early and causing the ball to slow
down too much. After many tests and many
conversations, we decided that the ball needed to be
finished to a 3000 grit level, but with different steps
before that final sanding. By doing this we created a
solid cover that help get the ball through the front of the
lane, yet allows enough traction downlane to still change
directions.

Roto Grip Winner
From ball designer, Chris Schlemer:
Best compared to the Wreck-EM from last year, the new
WINNER is a lot stronger than that. If you were to compare freshly drilled balls side by side, the WINNER is an
arrow stronger with A LOT MORE BACKEND. In our
testing the new WINNER actually played well off the
Storm Marvel Pearl which is lower rg, with just a little
less differential. But motion wise, it was very similar. So
if you are needing that ball that plays off your Hustle that
is cleaner with more backend, the WINNER is the ball

* Pre-pay for Winner’s saves $33 over weekly pay and you get $10 in
Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

900 Global White Hot Badger
The ALL NEW White Hot Badger is the
symmetric compliment to the follow up to the popular
Badger. The White Hot Badger offers the most skid/flip
reaction within the 900 Global symmetric line.
The Lacerate core will provide easy length through the
heads combined with maximum torque at the breakpoint.
Expect to see a quick change of direction. This core also
features a true two-piece design. Pure cover meets
ferocious core!!

900 Global Honey Badger Claw
The Honey Badger Claw will push the limits of hook
within the 700 series. The S71 cover has been
converted to a solid version for more traction in oil. The
Honey Badger Claw will be the most aggressive Badger
to date!!
The Grapnel Asymmetric Core will provide adequate
length on medium to heavy conditions. This core will
retain energy longer to offset the aggressiveness of the
cover!! Expect to see massive skid/flip reaction on
heavier oil!

* Pre-pay for a Badger saves $33 over weekly pay and you get $10 in
Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

900 Global Honey Badger
The ALL NEW S71 Coverstock will provide great length
through the heads. The cover was blended
specifically to give bowlers that skid/snap reaction
everyone loves to see. The Grapnel asymmetric
core features a traditional solid 2-piece core design.
This coverstock and core combination will open up
medium conditions with ease.

900 Global Badger
The Badger is the symmetric compliment to the
asymmetric Honey Badger and will rip the backend apart
with ease.
The Lacerate core will provide easy length through the
heads combined with head turning motion off the breakpoint. The S71 coverstock allows bowlers to easily open
up their angles, as the lanes transition.
Badger and Honey Badger, together they create a duo
no pin can survive!

* Pre-pay for a Badger saves $33 over weekly pay and you get $10 in
Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

Roto Grip Hustle
Don’t let the HP-1 designation on this line fool you, the
Hustle line of balls is all performance—but it’s the right
performance at the right time with just the right dynamics to make this ball a must in your bag.
The Hustle HYB is the Hustle that handles oil the best
with a stronger cover and a scratched surface to grip
more through oil. The motion is never going to be
snappy and always rolls smooth. This ball has enough
guts to slowly allow you to move towards the middle as
lanes begin to change.
The Hustle Pearl is a great ball to have in your bag as
a step-down when you want to play the same part of
the lane but your other equipment is hooking too early.
This ball is clean through the first 30 feet and a smooth
motion off the back of the lane. While it’s not a snap
motion, it will look like this one changes direction the
most if you compare all 3
The Hustle Ink is easily the best Hustle ball ever
made and is a staple in tournament bowlers arsenals.
It is exactly the right combination of easy to get
through the front of the lane, but early enough midlane read to not miss the hook spot and smooth
enough that it’s not “whippy” on the pattern. If there
ever was a lighter oil benchmark ball, this is it

* Pre-pay for Hustle’s saves $17 over weekly pay and you get $10 in
Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

Storm Match Up
Sometimes having a value-performance ball is just
enough when you have lanes that either require you to
keep your target in front of you or hook a bunch and
you need something that is tame to blend it out.
The Match Up Black Pearl acts more like a solid
Matchup than a pearl with the scuffed cover. While
this ball won’t handle oil like a Thunder line ball, it will
be a solid choice for the beginner of someone looking
for more performance than a Hustle.
The Match Up Hybrid is maybe one of the prettiest
bowling ball on the market. It goes longer than the
Match Up Black Pearl, but has more change of
direction down lane. This ball is actually pretty good at
staying box shiny as it comes or scratched a little to
give it more traction when there is more volume on the
lanes.
The Match Up Pearl is easily the longest and most
angular of all the Match Up’s. The all-pearl cover skids
easily to the spot and the moderate core doesn’t lose
energy getting to the spot. That means once it leaves
the pattern and sees friction, it turns quickly. If you
remember the Roto Grip Uproar that was a killer drier
lane ball, this replicates it almost perfectly.

* Pre-pay for Match Up’s saves $17 over weekly pay and you get $10 in
Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

900 Global Boost
The classic S43 Pearl Coverstock creates length downlane, perfect for drier oil
conditions. The Launch Symmetric core enables a sharp turn and pop off the
spot at the breakpoint. Use the Boost on drier/lower volume conditions!

* Pre-pay for Boost saves $17 over weekly pay and you get $10 in
Kramer Kash to use on food and beverage while at Odyssey Fun Center

